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Sometimes good intentions can make
for hilarious results - and sometimes
mistranslations (could) have changed the
world. Translations can be tricky to master...
let’s have a look at some funny and serious
translation fails and false friends.
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“I’d love to race around the
Nordschleife!” F1 champion
Sebastian Vettel talks about
F1 at the Nürburgring. Still
missing from his collection
was the winner’s trophy for
the German Grand Prix at the
time of the interview.

a rocket on wheels
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Sydney-based Sainty Engineering is a truly patriotic
team, totally dedicated to
their passion for racing on nitro – and their unique threevalve per cylinder overhead
cam 7000-hp engine is an
engineering masterpiece.
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What is Runcible? Named after
a nonsense word by an English
poet, Runcible was created by
Apple and Sony alumni in California.... the smartphone’s standout
feature is its shape. It is circular,
with a concave wooden back designed to nestle in your palm.
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Sebastian Vettel about the Nürburgring
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Interesting and useful books and
websites
preview
the last straw
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appetite for speed
14
Mercedes-AMG owners increasingly turn to Weistec Engineering
to take their cars to the next level
of performance.
stretching our imagination
18
The Airbus Concept Plane represents an engineer’s dream about
what an aircraft could look like in
the long-term future.
smartphones aid blind
26
In future, the blind and visually
impaired will be able to make
their way through city traffic more
safely with the aid of smartphones.
F1: 2015 rule changes
28
A number of new regulations
come into effect for the 2015 season, which starts with the Australian Grand Prix in March.
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history –
the wankel engine
The German engineer Felix Wankel, inventor of the rotary engine,
was born on August 13, 1902, in Lahr, Germany.
In 1924, Wankel set up a small laboratory where he began the
research and development of his dream engine, which would be
able to attain intake, compression, combustion and exhaust, all
while rotating. Wankel completed his first design of a rotary-piston
engine in 1954, and the first unit was tested in 1957.
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alaska –
the great land

Lofty mountain peaks, ice-sculptured fjords, an abundance of
marine wildlife and massive tidewater glaciers,... that’s The Great
Land, as Alaska is often called. Perhaps nowhere else combines
the conveniences of the modern age with the freedom and
adventure of living on the edge of a vast, unspoiled wilderness.
Alaska can be just as dangerous as it is beautiful.
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24
Selected car engines explained

business partner
38
Germany – First choice business
partner. Germany is the largest
market in Europe. It constitutes
21% of European GDP, and is
home to 16% of the total European Union (EU) population.
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Varieties of Business English
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Interactions
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idiomatic english
Word field: safe & sound
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technical dictionary
32
Automotive engineering/ KfzTechnik
history audio
63
How many cylinders should a car
have? The University of Houston’s
College of Engineering presents
this series about the machines that
make our civilisation run, and the
people whose ingenuity created
them.

topic
22
Business etiquette differs from
region to region and from country
to country. This creates a complex
situation for people as it is hard to
balance the focus on both international business etiquette and
other business activities at the
same time.
invented in....
40
Japan. There have been plenty of
significant technologies to come
out of Japan in the last 50 years.
Here are ten of the best.
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grammar review
52
Quantifiers; short words indicating
quantity and modifying nouns.
advanced learners
Planning a project budget.
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